[Position paper] On the road to ambitious Deposit Return Systems all over Europe

While the general ambitions of the Packaging and Packaging Waste Regulation (PPWR), especially regarding the reuse targets, have been largely watered down by industry lobbies, we do still welcome the direction given to DRS in the new revision of the PPWR. With this joint letter - signed by 50 European organizations - we comment on the regulation, which consecrates DRS as a solution to increase selective collection, foster reuse and harmonize beverage packaging collection in Europe.

A legislation laying the ground for future-proof European DRSs

It is our view that the PPWR gives clear direction to what Deposit Return Systems ought to fulfill. We appraise the fact that the European institutions:

- **Recognize DRS as the most effective solution to meet the ambitious target of selective collection** for plastic bottles and cans. This by making DRS mandatory to all Member states, except if they reach the final 90% target with other means (see next section for more detailed assessment). This makes full sense, as no Member State has reached these ambitious targets without a DRS;

- **Pave the way towards DRS for reusable packaging.** Not only is the revised PPWR supporting an international move towards DRS for single-use, it is also encouraging the use and scaling up of DRS towards reuse. This is done by requesting from Member states that DRSs for single-use are “equally available for reusable packaging where technically and economically feasible” (Article 44(6)). Besides, the PPWR specifically mentions glass packaging as a low hanging fruit in this reuse transition. DRS is even listed as one of the measures that can help Member States to step up toward re-use and refill (Article 45);

- **Support the harmonization of DRSs in Europe**: we see the essential requirements (Annex X), as a way to harmonize systems and increase interoperability between national systems, especially new ones. We do however regret that the expected harmonization for countries which already have a suboptimal deposit is only expected from 2035 (article 44(9)), rendering interoperability more difficult. We hope countries with existing systems will strive to also align with those requirements.

Chloé Schwizgebel, Fair Resource Foundation

“With this revision of the PPWR, DRS is clearly consecrated as a stepping stone towards reuse and closed-loop recycling. We salute the ambitions towards effective and harmonized deposit systems all around Europe. We hope this will encourage countries which do not yet have DRS to level up their game”.

Enzo Favoino, Scientific Coordinator at Zero Waste Europe

“The structure of final provisions on DRS included in the PPWR, defines a clear roadmap towards adopting DRS across Europe, as a key element to maximise circularity for targeted materials, and fight littering, which is an operational and economic burden on local communities. The final target of 90%, and the compelling need to meet it in 2029, make it
unavoidable to start planning for a widespread adoption of DRS, also in Member States that currently have no plan in this respect”.

Alexis Eisenberg, Director France and Francophonie at Reloop
“We welcome the implementation lever of the deposit system if the collection rate of plastic bottles and cans does not reach 80% by 2026. We rely on the PPWR and the DRS to serve as the tool for transitioning and supporting European consumers towards reuse while maximizing material circularity. We count on the PPWR to accelerate the circular economy in Europe.”

Beware of loopholes on the way
In spite of the general positive text on DRS, it is essential to be aware of some shortcomings stemming from the amendments and provisions made on the initial text of the Commission:

- **Incoherence in timing**: potential exemptions are conditioned by the reporting of selective collection from Member States. However, while an European methodology for measuring selective collection of plastic bottles already exists (see SUP Implementing Decision 2021/1752), an harmonized methodology for cans will only be known 24 months after the entry into force of the revised PPWR (article 50(7)). More worrying even, reporting is only expected from calendar year 2028 and to be reported mid-2030 (article 50(3) and (4)). This creates room for unwanted delays and unharmonized reporting as Member States will be able to report selective collection of cans based on national data until 2028.

- **Unclear exemptions**: Member States can request an exemption from the mandatory DRS when reaching 80% selective collection in 2026, with concurrent submission to the Commission of an implementation plan to achieve 90% (article 44(3)(a) and (b)). Without a European-wide, consistent methodology for the calculation of selective collection on cans (for 2026) or clear guidelines on the requirements of the implementation plan (for 2028), we fear a legal void which will open the door to regrettable (and misleading) exemptions.

We draw here attention to article 44(5), which mandates the introduction of DRS for all Member States - including those transitionally exempted in 2026 - when unable to reach 90% selective collection by 2029. This is cross-consistent with the SUP target for PET bottles. Thus, the temporary exemption doesn’t alleviate the final 90% target.

- **Confusing exemption to the take-back obligation**: take-back obligation is an essential component of effective DRS, as it protects consumers by ensuring they can get their money back in all points selling beverage drinks. One of the latest provisions creates confusion by enabling an exemption to this essential obligation (Annex X (l)). Not only is the phrasing of the exemption unclear, it is also misaligned with the PPWR ambitions towards promoting reuse, by providing an exemption based on food-grade recycling criteria.
What’s next on the European path towards DRS?

The PPWR has the potential to offer a clear roadmap for countries who still have to plan the introduction of a DRS on plastic bottles and cans such as Belgium, Italy, France, Portugal or Spain. We congratulate the fact that the PPWR affirms also the role of DRS towards reuse, in that it enables the needed organisational and behavioural change.

However, to keep DRS a strong and ambitious environmental measure, European institutions need to provide clarity on the expectations related to DRS in the PPWR. For instance by preparing clearer guidelines for the exemptions, highlighting the key role of the final target at 90%. But also by requesting data - for cans - which follow a European methodology for an exemption request, instead of national data, to ensure fair and comparable assessments across all Member States.
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